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INTRODUCTION

In my How to Catch a Liar seminars presented across the country, one of the frequent questions

I get is, “Is it possible to tell if someone is lying in text messages.”

The answer is, “Yes.”

Of course, in text messages, one loses the ability to see physical reactions and other body

language indicators and to hear tone and inflections one would see and hear when conversing

face-to-face, but there are certain indicators one can use to indicate if they are being deceived

while texting.

As with face-to-face conversations, a baseline will also be a necessity here as well.  If you know

the texting habits, you can better determine when a text is not normal for a person.  Maybe

someone always takes a long time to answer, maybe someone always tells you more than you

ask.  You need to know how someone normally texts so that you can tell if they are exhibiting

the indicators of lying in their texts.



WHAT TO LOOK FOR

There are some indicators that you can use that may indicate that you,

indeed, are being lies to while texting.

 

TAKING TOO LONG TO INITIATE AN ANSWER

One indicator is when someone takes too long to answer your text.  This,

however, could also be because of something happening on their end of

the convo you cannot see.  Maybe their phone rang, maybe someone else

sent them a text, Maybe they dropped their phone.  Maybe they are

under siege from a pterodactyl!   Ever tried texting with a pterodactyl

attacking?  

 

REPEATING INFORMATION

Another potential indicator of lying while texting is repeating

information.  Someone replies to your question of “Did you go out last

night?” with “With a friend, we're really good friends, she's my friend.”

QUALIFIED ANSWERS

Perhaps you get a return message that “qualifies” their answer.  Like

talking face-to-face, if you get something like “Actually,” “To be honest,”

or some similar qualifying statement, you may have a lie.

  

TAKING A LONG TIME TO TYPE THE ANSWER

This is different from TAKING TOO LONG TO INITIATE AN

ANSWER, which is where they don't immediately answer.  With this

indicator, they ARE answering, it's just taking them to long to finish

their answer.  An indicator of lying during texting is that you get a utility

message on the screen that says “JOHN IS TYPING” indicating that the

person is texting.  If this message takes a lot longer than is really 
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necessary, that can indicate that they are trying to come up with a

convincing answer to send to you.  Perhaps they are typing and erasing

frequently to come up with just the right convincing words.

NON-COMMITTAL ANSWERS

If someone is being noncommittal with their answer, that could indicate

a lie.  “I suppose,” “I may have,” “Possibly,” or similar replies are a

potential for lying.

MORE FORMAL LANGUAGE

Do you have one of those friends who constantly replies with shortened

words, bad grammar, and emoljis?  If they suddenly shift to more formal

English and noticeably fewer or no emoljis, watch out for a lie.

ANGER

Another indicator of lying during a text is the other party becoming

angered in their message.

EXCUSES AND CUTTING OFF YOUR CONVERSATION

Someone gives you an excuse and cuts you off is yet another potential

indicator you are being lied to during your text conversation.  Say you

ask, “You're late, where are you?” and you get something that sounds

like “I'm not coming, I don't feel good and cannot talk right now” is a

sign you are being lied to.

“BIG” INFORMATION

Too much detail is a BS indicator.  If you ask a simple question and get

a dissertation in return, beware of a lie afoot!

PERSONAL PRONOUN REMOVAL

If someone replies and the personal pronouns have been removed. For

instance, instead of saying “I” or “We” went to the movie last night, the 
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reply may say “The group went to the movie.”  That's an attempt to

remove himself from the action.

SUDDEN CHANGE OF SUBJECT

You're texting and suddenly the other person changes the subject, BS

indicator!

Remember, catching someone while texting is a bit more difficult and

being able to see the whole person in a synergistic fashion. 
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Want to learn how to catch a liar during conversations?

You can!

Steven presents the How to Catch a Liar Program to corporations,

businesses, colleges and universities, and organizations!  This program

is also available for the public in seminars if your company or

organization would like to sponsor the event!  It can even be used as a

fund raising program for your group or association.

You will learn to identify indicators such as Eye Shift, Pronoun Usage,
Voice & Tone, "Big" Information, Clustering, Allusion & Evasion,
Answer Pause, Aggression, Physical/Verbal Disconnect, Convincing vs
Conveying, Timing, Global vs Individual Indicators, Offensive vs
Defensive, Misconceptions, Use of Contractions, Pronoun Usage, Base
Shift, and a WHOLE LOT MORE!

In the program, Steven discusses Misconceptions, Question Timing,
Clustering, Psychopathic Personalities and other topics to help you
pick out lies and the people who tell them.

How to Catch a Liar is not some stats-filled, stuffy, boring, rote,
reading out of a book, monotone, classroom instruction, but a real
world  application of real principles and real techniques interspersed
with humor and real world examples.

Contact us right now and let's see what we need to do to have Steven
present How to Catch a Liar in your area!

www.StevenDavidLampley.com

Imagine the
advantage of

knowing when
someone is

lying to you!

http://www.StevenDavidLampley.com/
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